Cloud Konnect
Addressing the Elephant in the Cloud: Integration

Cloud Konnect delivers a seamless, secure and supported solution for a company’s hybrid environment of on-premises and cloud applications.

Cloud Konnect serves as a bridge between various application data models. Leveraging commonly utilized data modelling approaches, Kalypso has built a translation mechanism between well-known applications in the product design and innovation space such as:

- **Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) on-premises or cloud**
- **Project Portfolio Management (PPM) on-premises or cloud**
- **Oracle Innovation Management (IM) Cloud**
- **Oracle Product Hub (PH) Cloud**

Many challenges arise when integrating with legacy enterprise applications:

- **Data and processes**, some of which mission critical, are moving outside of the firewall and into the cloud
- **Silos of customers’ information** are created in the software as a service (SaaS) vendors’ data centers
- **Integration with the data center** needs to be planned and architected before a SaaS provider selection is made
- **Lack of control over and access to the database** of cloud applications require unique integration model for each cloud application

To help companies **accelerate their path to the cloud**, Kalypso introduces **Cloud Konnect**
Cloud Konnect

Pre-built integration adapters that connect Oracle Cloud capabilities with on-premises PLM, PPM and other enterprise systems (ERP, CPQ, ASCP, WMS, VCP/VCE, CRM, QMS, etc.)

Current Cloud Konnect Adapters Support:
- IM Cloud to on-premises PLM
- IM Cloud to PPM Cloud or on-premises
- PH Cloud to on-premises PLM
- PD, PH Cloud to ERP Cloud or on-premises
- PD Cloud to PPM Cloud or on-premises

Benefits:
- Improved ROI by leveraging existing application and technology investments
- Faster time to deploy
- Reduced cost and improved scalability with smaller IT footprint
- Fully supported with Kalypso Managed Services